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Chapterr 1 

Introduction n 

1.11 Background 

Inn its 2000 review of the Dutch economy the OECD observes that the Netherlands perform well 

withh strong real GDP growth and job creation. 

EspeciallyEspecially in terms of growth and employment, its performance has been 

significantlysignificantly better than that of the EU or the OECD area on average. (...) The 

unemploymentunemployment rate (...) has fallen to around 3'A percent in 1999, a level last seen in 

thethe early 1970s, and is well below the structural rate estimated by the OECD 

SecretariatSecretariat at over 4 per cent.{OECD, 2000) 

Afterr the deep recession of the Early Eighties the Dutch economy made a remarkable 

recoveryy by a combination of wage moderation, welfare reform and labor market policies. The 

emphasiss lay on more labor market flexibility which resulted in a job growth rate far above the 

EUU average. As part of this policy package contingent work was promoted. Contingent work is 

anyy work arrangement which differs from full-time, permanent wage and salary employment 

(Polivkaa & Nardone, 1989). 

Onee form of contingent work is agency work (i.e. working through a temporary work agency). 

Temporaryy work agencies contribute to labor market flexibility . Currently the percentage of the 

laborr force that does agency work is over four percent which i s higher than ever before and also 

higherr than in surrounding countries. While in other countries agency work is often limited to office 

workk and industrial labor, in the Netherlands agency workers can be found in every sector of the 

Dutchh economy. A Dutch shopping area is likely to contain not one but several temporary work 

agenciess (OECD, 1993a). This makes them easily accessible and reflects the popularity of 

agencyy work. This makes the Dutch agency work industry quite unique. Nonetheless very littl e 

researchh has been done into the subj ect of agency work. This book aims to start filling  that gap 

byy looking into the market for agency work. 
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1.22 Inflexibility of the Dutch labor market 

Afterr the second oil crisi s in the Early Eighties the Netherlands faced a poorly performing 

economy.. Unemployment had reached spectacular heights with nearly twelve percent of the labor 

forcee out of work while at the same time fourteen percent of the labor force lived on a disability 

benefit. . 

Too support broad public welfare policies and a large number o fbeneficiaries high taxes were 

necessary.. High taxes on the wage bill caused a large gap between net and gross wages, which 

madee labor a relatively expensive production factor for employers and reduced labor demand. 

AA relatively high minimum wage combined with high social insurance contributions and income 

taxess made low productivity labor relatively expensive. 

Institutionall  constraints and an inappropriate wage structure led to low labor market mobility. 

Duee to the stringent firing rules the employer could not act upon changing economic 

circumstances.. In times of a high demand, the employer was not at liberty to hire as many 

workerss as he wanted, because in case of diminishing demand he was stuck with redundant 

workerss who could only be dismissed at large costs. For workers it was also disadvantageous 

andd risky to move to another job. A new employer would be reluctant to offer a permanent 

contract,, because it was difficult to fire an employee if he did not suffice. 

AA related problem was that until 1985 interna! mobility (mobility within a firm) was high among 

menn while women rarely reached the top. The female participation rate was low, especially 

amongg married women. In most households there was only one source of income. On the other 

hand,, (involuntary) external mobility (mobility from one firm to another) was much more common 

amongg workers with a difficult labor market position. Thus they were faced with the biggest 

problems. . 

Thosee who were unemployed had a good chance of getting stuck in the poverty trap. Dutch 

unemploymentt benefits were high and the unemployed often qualified for other subsidies as well, 

suchh as housing subsidies and remission of municipal taxes. If an unemployed person found a job, 

hiss gross salary increased. But not only would he have to pay more social benefit premiums and 

incomee taxes, he would also lose most of the subsidies. So his net income decreased. Ass a result 

peoplee had high reservation wages and were not likely to apply for low wage jobs. This added 

too labor market inflexibility . 

Soo although originally the stringent firing rules, a high minimum wage and high unemployment 

andd disability benefits were meant to protect employees from large falls in income, these 

institutionall  constraints were now working against them. 

AA more flexible labor market could help to overcome many of the problems mentioned above. 

Inn 1982 unions, employers' organizations and the government reached an agreement to work on 
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thee problems together. Instead of dictating demands all parties involved tried to find a comprise 

soo that everyone's wishes were partially fulfilled. The government, together with unions and 

employers'' organizations, decided that the best way to promote labor market flexibility was a 

combinationn of wage moderation, welfare reform, fiscal reform, job growth and innovation of 

laborr market policies aimed at reinsertion of the long-term unemployed (Visser & Hemerijck, 

1997).. In return for wage moderation employees received a modest reduction in working time, 

andd early retirement options. As a result ofbenefit cuts taxes and social charges were lowered. 

Too maintain tax income the tax base was broadened. In the 1990s labor market policies moved 

fromfrom income protection to the promotion of (re)employment. Wage subsidies, tax credits and 

subsidizedd jobs were introduced. The Public Employment Service was privatized as far as job 

mediationn is concerned. In a tight labor market, policy is now more directed towards the 

reinsertionn of unskilled and low paid workers. Temporary work agencies have become 

recognizedd as institutions that can help employ people with a weak labor market position. Agency 

workerss now have the same rights as regular workers. 

1.33 Flexibility 

Ass part of the labor market policies flexible work arrangements were promoted. There are 

twoo forms of flexibility: volume flexibility  and wage flexibility.  Wage flexibility  requires changes 

inn the real wage rate when the labor market situation alters. Volume flexibility  denotes flexibility 

off  demand and supply. Quantities adjust, not in persons but in man-hours. 

Whenn applying wage flexibility  labor costs, and thus wages are adjusted. Traditional pay 

schemess (pay scales, collective bargaining agreements, seniority wage progression) will be 

replacedd by a performance-linked wage system. This includes basic wages with additional 

performance-linkedd payment either individually or as a group/team, performance-related bonuses, 

end-of-yearr bonuses, and profit-sharing schemes. 

Volumee flexibility can take on a number of forms (OECD, 1989; De Haan et al., 1994). The 

firstfirst form is external numerical flexibility,  whereby the number of employees is adjusted to needs. 

Exampless are redundancies, collective dismissals, fixed-term contracts (short-term contracts, 

temporaryy work agency contracts, proj ect dependent contracts), part-time work (job sharing, 

jobb splitting). 

Thee second form of flexibility is externalization. In this case part of the firm's work is put out 

too enterprises or individuals who are not bound by a contract of employment. In the case of 

outsourcingg employment contracts are replaced by commercial contracts (work that was formerly 
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donee in-house, now gets done by a commercial enterprise). Other possibilities are subcontracting 

andd using self-employed workers. 

Thirdly,, when internal numerical flexibility is applied, the number of working hours is adjusted 

inn line with needs, but the number of workers remains unchanged. Frequently implemented 

policiess are flexible working hours (for example call contracts, where you are called when 

necessary),, possibly with an average number per period (like min-max contracts, where only the 

minimumm and maximum number of working hours is guaranteed), flexible annual leave or public 

holidayy arrangements, various systems of shift work. Most importantly, the number of employees 

doess not change! 

AA fourth form is functional flexibility, which implies that workers'job assignments are modified 

accordingg to needs (for example substitute contracts, where you are called when a substitute is 

needed).. Workers have multiple skills and can be switched from one activity to another. The total 

numberr of employees and the total number of working hours remain unchanged. Continued 

trainingg is necessary. 

Tablee 1.1 gives an overview of the degree of flexibilit y in various forms of contingent work. 

Ann important characteristic of contingent work is a lack of attachment between the worker and 

thee employer. Contingent work offers a low degree of job security. There is no explicit or implicit 

commitmentt for long-term employment or the minimum hours worked may vary in a non-

systematicc way. An important feature of contingent work is the degree of access to social 

benefits. . 

Givenn the widespread occurrence of temporary work agencies in the Netherlands this study 

wil ll  focus on one particular form of contingent work, namely working through a temporary work 

agency,, henceforth referred to as agency work. Table 1.1 shows that agency work and self-

employmentt both score in all categories of flexibility . 

TableTable 1.1: Flexibility in contingent work 

part-timee work 
short-termm contracts 
calll contracts 
substitutee contracts 
min-maxx contracts 
selff employed workers 
shiftt work 
jobb sharing 
outsourcing g 
subcontracting g 
agencyy work 

flexiblee number of 
hours s 

X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 

X X 

variablee income 

X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 

X X 

fixedd term 

X X 

X X 

X X 
X X 
X X 

highh job mobility 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 
X X 
X X 

loww degree of 
security y 

X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 

X X 
X X 
X X 
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TableTable 1.2: Size of contingent work among employees3,1992-2000 (%) 

1992 2 
1993 3 
1994 4 
1995 5 
1996 6 
1997 7 
1998 8 
1999 9 
2000 0 

Permanentt contract 

92.4 4 
92.5 5 
91.9 9 
91.1 1 
90.1 1 
90.0 0 
89.7 7 
90.6 6 
91.4 4 

Flexiblee contract 

total l 

7.6 6 
7.5 5 
8.1 1 
8.9 9 
9.9 9 

10.0 0 
10.3 3 
9.4 4 
8.7 7 

agencyy contract 

1.9 9 
1.9 9 
2.2 2 
2.8 8 
3.4 4 
3.7 7 
3.8 8 
3.5 5 
3.2 2 

cat!! contract 

1.5 5 
1.5 5 
1.7 7 
2.0 0 
2.1 1 
2.1 1 
2.3 3 
1.8 8 
1.4 4 

substitute e 
contract t 

0.7 7 
0.7 7 
0.7 7 
0.6 6 
0.9 9 
0.8 8 
0.8 8 
0.7 7 
0.5 5 

otherr flexible 
contract" " 

3.4 4 
3.4 4 
3.5 5 
3.5 5 
3.4 4 
3.5 5 
3.3 3 
3.4 4 
3.6 6 

aa working at least 12 hours a week 
bb this includes short-term contracts, outsourcing, min-max contracts and other flexible contracts not mentioned before. 

Source:: Labor Force Survey, Statistics Netherlands 

Tablee 1.2 shows the size of contingent work in the Netherlands in the period 1992-2000. 

Thesee are the results from the Labor Force Survey, where only people working at least twelve 

hourss a week are counted. On average about nine percent of all employees had some kind of 

flexiblee contract. If people working less than twelve hours would have been included, this share 

wil ll  be much higher (see section 3.3). Agency work accounts for a large share. In the peak year 

19988 the share of agency work was the highest of all flexible contracts. 

1.44 Agency work 

Decisively,, the most important characteristics of agency work are a short period of 

employmentt and a tripartite involvement. The three parties involved are the user company, the 

temporaryy work agency and the agency worker. 

Assigningg or leasing out workers to user companies need not be the sole activity of the 

temporaryy work agency. A temporary work agency may also be involved in permanent job 

placement,, outplacement or training programs. Temporary work agencies need not be 

commerciall  enterprises. For example, in the Netherlands a non-pro fit  temporary work agency 

exists,, which concerns itself primarily with less favored groups on the labor market. The public 

employmentt service does not qualify as a temporary work agency. Frequently, the positions it has 

onn offer are temporary, but its main aim is to help its clients to permanent jobs. This leads to the 

followingg definition of agency work which is an adaptation of the definition by Carley (1990): 
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AnAn agency contract is a labor contract which is temporary in nature and which 

comescomes about by the inten>ention of a temporary work agency, whose principal 

activityactivity is to assign or lease out workers to other firms. 

Short-termm labor contracts are not considered to be agency work contracts. Although they are 

temporaryy in nature they did not come about by the intervention of a temporary work agency. 

Thee importance of agency work has been highly underestimated. Agency work is a good 

indicatorr for rising or falling industrial production. When an economy is going into recession 

temporaryy work agencies are one of the first branches to suffer. On the other hand, a growth in 

agencyy work usually indicates an upcoming boom. Many economists have a tendency to see 

agencyy work as a second best option when permanent work is not available. However, for 

numerouss people agency work is a way of life: they do not want a permanent job, at least not in 

thee near future. They like the flexibility  agency work provides them. They can choose their own 

workingg conditions: if they want to do part-time work one week and shift work another, that is 

possible.. If they only want to work ten days per month, that is feasible too. For mothers agency 

workk is usually much easier to combine with school hours than permanent jobs are. Agency work 

iss sometimes a good option for students, who often have irregular classes and study hours which 

aree difficult to combine with an ordinary job. Sometimes retirees rejoin the workforce as agency 

workers.. They do not want a new permanent job, but like to work occasionally. Naturally, there 

aree workers who consider an agency job to be a step closer towards a permanent job. If it is 

dii  fficult to get a permanent job an agencyjob can bridge the unemployment gap. This is especially 

truee for people with a weak labor market position. Agencyjobs are more easily accessible than 

regularr work, because there is no application procedure. Moreover, agency work can provide 

goodd job experience. This could be advantageous if the education level of a worker is low. In 

fact,, many temporary work agencies also supply additional training programs. Even though the 

agencyy worker has to commit himself to the temporary work agency for a specified period to be 

eligiblee for such a program, it is a good way of raising his education level, which will also be 

beneficiall  to him later on in life, when he is looking for permanent employment. 

Theree is a difference in attitude towards agency work among different countries. American 

studiess (Golden & Appelbaum, 1992; Davis-Blake & Uzzi, 1993) sometimes consider the 

increasedd use of agency workers to be a somewhat undesirable phenomenon. They are 

concernedd that more agency workers will lead to more instability within the company. Another 

problemm is a limited access to social benefit plans for agency workers (Polivka & Nardone, 1989; 

Belouss 1989). Countries which have a ban on agency work obviously share this feeling. On the 

otherr hand, in a country like the Netherlands where the agency work market is heavily regulated, 

theree are very few objections from unions, government or society in general. This has not always 
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FigureFigure 1.1: Average number of agency workers per day as a percentage of the labor force, 

1973-200033 _ _ 

5% % 

4% % 

Netherlands s 

France e 

Germany y 

-i—i—i—i—i—rr i i n i i m i i r 
733 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 00 

aa Since 1991 Germany includes both West- and East-Germany. 
Source:: Netherlands: Statistics Netherlands, Ministry of Social Affairs, ABU; France: Insee; Germany: Wiedemann (1995), 

Bundesamtt Zeitarbeit (BZA). 

beenn the case. When temporary work agencies were just introduced in the Netherlands, there 

certainlyy were obj ections andd doubts. However, over the years the legislation concerning agency 

workk has developed and temporary work agencies have made the labor market more flexible. 

Noww there is widespread acceptance. This indicates that the agency work market can function 

adequatelyy as long as specific legislation is in existence. One of the problems American studies 

mention,, is that there are no social benefit plans for agency workers. By making suitable 

arrangementss for this and other problems agency work can safely grow. For example in the 

Netherlandss the largest temporary work agencies have reached a collective bargaining agreement 

withh the unions, which the government declared binding for all other temporary work agencies 

ass well. 
Thee popularityofagencywork is increasing inmany European countries. Figure 1.1 compares 

thee developments in France, Germany and the Netherlands. These developments can be 

explainedd by changing economic and competitive conditions, firms' necessity ofbeing flexible, high 

unemployment,, demographic change and the consequent changes in the composition of the 

workforcee (Carley, 1990). In the Netherlands the market for temporary work agencies is very 
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welll  developed. According to De Neubourg (1990), the reason for this phenomena is the 

passivityy of the public labor exchange services in the field of temporaryjobs. Moreover, agency 

workk contracts provide the employer with the possibility of a longer probation period. In most 

countriess agency workers are primarily typists, secretaries or clerks. In countries where the 

markett for agency work is more developed, agency workers are hired to do other jobs as well. 

Inn the Netherlands there are many agency workers working in the lower skilled technical 

professionss and in the medical sector (for example nurses, medical secretaries, etc.). 

Thee agency work phenomenon is the result of a high degree of specialization within companies. 

Nowadays,, it is more difficult for an employee to step in and take over from his colleague than 

itt was a few decades ago. A solution to understafflngproblems, like illness or holidays, could be 

too hire two people for the same job on a permanent base. This would be very costly because one 

off  these workers would spend the majority ofhis time being idle. Thus, agency work is a very 

goodd medicine against structural overmanning. If there is work for only one person, one person 

onlyy needs to be hired. If this person gets sick or goes on holiday, an agency worker can take his 

place.. The agency worker i s paid only for the hours worked and there are littl e or no firing costs 

involved.. Due to the existence of temporary work agencies employment levels within a company 

cann be more easily adapted to economic circumstances. Duringg peak production a firm requires 

moree labor input than during falling production. Personnel hired during a peak is usually no longer 

neededd during a downturn. But firing can be expensive. In most western countries there are laws 

protectingg permanent employees from large falls in income. Often severance pay has to paid. This 

ii  s usually not the case for agency workers. In most countries agency workers can be fired with 

littl ee or no firing costs. So during economic booms or seasonal peaks it is more advantageous to 

hiree agency staff. 

Thee international literature on the subject of agency work is limited. Some of the available 

literaturee is non-economic, for example Blanpain (1993) and ILO (1994), which discuss the legal 

aspectss of agency work in various countries. Some literature is very dated, for example Albeda 

ett al. (1972), Albeda (1972), Trappeniers (1975), Veldkamp & Raetsen (1972), Veldkamp 

(1973).. Often agency work is considered just a small element in the larger framework of 

contingentt or atypical work, for example Delsen (1995), OECD (1993a), Carley (1990), 

Abrahamm (1988), Belous (1989), Casey et al. (1989), European Commission (1996), Grubb & 

Wellss (1993), Konle-Seidl et al. (1990), Meulders &Tytgat (1989), Polivka& Nardone (1989). 

Theree is also some Dutch literature but it mainly consists of descriptive tables based on survey 

dataa and contains no economic theory, for example De Lange & Sluiter (1994), Intomart (1987, 

1980,1981a,, 1981b), Donker van Heel et al. (1992), Bokhoven & Donker van Heel (1994), 

ABUU (2000). Specific economic literature on agency work is usually descriptive and rarely of an 

analyticall  nature, for example Roos et al. (1989), Bronstein (1991), Carey & Hazelbaker (1986), 
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Howee (1986), Van de Krol (1993), OECD (1993b), Williams (1989), Wiedemann (1995). 

Exceptionss are Jaspers et al. (1988), Golden & Appelbaum (1992), Davis-Blake & Uzzi (1993) 

andd Den Butter et al. (1996) which all contain quantitative analyses of agency work. Jaspers et 

al.. (1988) estimate the chances of workers ending up with a specific type of labor contract 

(permanent,, temporary, agency or call contracts) with Dutch data from 1986. They conclude that 

agencyy contracts are especially common in low skilled jobs and jobs which require little on-the-

jobb training. They also find that the majority of workers prefer a permanent contract. Women are 

lesss likely to have a permanent job mainly due to career interruptions. Davis-Blake & Uzzi (1993) 

estimatee the chances of firms hiring agency workers with American data from 1982. They find 

thatt large firms are less likely to hire agency workers. Firms with many jobs that require high skills 

orr firm-specific training, are not likely to hire agency workers either. Firms do not use agency 

workerss to reduce labor costs. Younger and older workers (but not middle-aged workers) and 

womenn are more likely to hold a temporary position. Golden & Appelbaum (1992) construct a 

simplee labor demand and supply model for agency workers, which is estimated with monthly US 

dataa from 1982-1987. They conclude that labor costs savings and changes in product demand 

aree the main factors influencing the increased use of agency workers. Den Butter et al. (1996) 

investigatee whether agency work is a leading indicator for employment based on quarterly figures 

forr the Netherlands from 1986 until 1994. They conclude that it is not. 

1.55 Objective and outline 

Thee main objective of this book is to gain insight into factors that determine 

 the developments in agency work, 

 the supply of agency work, and 

 the demand for agency work. 

Too do so several econometric models are formulated and estimated, both at macro as well as 

microo level. In the process three types of labor will be distinguished: 

 permanent work; 

 temporary work; 

 agency work. 

PermanentPermanent work is work that is done under a permanent labor contract. Temporary work 

differss from permanent work in one aspect only, namely the ending date is known beforehand. 

Previouslyy temporary work was referred to as short-term contracts. Temporary work does not 

includee agency work. Permanent and temporary work are sometimes together referred to as 

regularregular work, because in both types of contract only two parties are involved: the employer and 
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thee employee. Agency work is work done under an agency contract, which was defined above. 

Sometimess temporary contracts and agency contracts are together referred to as temporary 

jobs.jobs. When possible agency work will be compared to the other two forms of work. This book 

givess an account of the analyses made to reach the objective mentioned above. 

Chapterr 2 is concerned with the general developments in agency work. These include past and 

currentt regulation and macro-economic influences. In the field of legislation there have been many 

developmentss over the years. With the increase in popularity during the early sixties, the need 

arosee for specific legislation in the area of agency work. Unions also became more involved 

resultingg in a collective bargaining agreement for agency workers. However, all the legislation and 

regulationn decreased flexibility,  so new less stringent legislation came into effect in 1990 and 

1999.. As seen in figure 1.1 the trend in agency work is generally upwards. Many other economic 

timee series also show a similar trend. The chapter ends with an investigation into a possible long 

runn equilibrium between agency work and other indicators of economic performance, such as 

investmentss and unemployment. 

Chapterss 3 and 4 discuss the supply of agency work. This is mainly determined by the 

flexibilit yy aspects of agency work and the availability of permanent jobs. Each individual weighs 

thee advantages and disadvantages of agency work against the advantages and disadvantages of 

aa permanent job. The advantage of agency work is that a worker has more freedom choosing 

workingg conditions that suit him. A disadvantage is the lack of security and relatively low wages. 

Permanentt jobs provide more security and higher wages, but usually very little room for flexibility. 

Personall  aspects also matter of course. 

Chapterr 3 discusses the characteristics of agency workers. It also investigates which reasons 

peoplee have for choosing an agency contract over a regular contract. One critical assumption is 

thatt people decide on the number of working hours before deciding on the type of labor contract. 

Thiss assumption is relaxed in chapter 4. In this chapter a formal model for the supply of agency 

workk is formulated. In this model people are assumed to trade off their income against their spare 

time.. Additionally choosing agency work may be an integrate part of that trade-off. 

Chapterr 5 presents a model for the demand for agency work and looks at the effect of the use 

off  agency work on the efficiency of the firm. Employers weigh costs against benefits. The 

advantagess and disadvantages of hiring agency workers are set off against the advantages and 

disadvantagess of hiring new personnel. The advantages of hiring agency workers are low 

employmentt and firing costs and a low hiring effort. On the other hand the hiring costs maybe 

higherr because of the fee charged by the temporary work agency. Permanent workers earn higher 

wagess and usually are entitled to some form of severance pay when fired. On the other hand they 

havee more firm specific knowledge. 
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Chapterr 6 investigates the employers' choice for temporary work agencies as a search 

channel.. Each search channel has its price. But the choice of search channel is also determined 

byy other reasons. The question answered in this chapter is: what reasons, other than cost aspects, 

doo firms have for calling in a temporary work agency? 

Finally,, chapter 7 contains a summary and draws some conclusions. 




